24 Glazed Panel

Bauhaus
Size
2040 x 820 x 40
2040 x 940 x 40
2340 x 820 x 40
2340 x 940 x 40

Cedar
$1635
$1730
$1754
$1864

double sided integrated stainless
full height handle with glass or
stainless backplate

24 Panel
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1022
27 Panel
2340 x 820 $1160
BAL adaption extra $228

Note: 2340 high version has
wider top and bottom rails so
handle remains unchanged

Marrakesh
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1150
2340 x 820 $1280
other glass POA
bushfire compliant
400mm bottom rail
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Size Maple Cedar
2040 x 820 - $1122
27 Glazed Panel
2340 x 820 $909 *$1249
grey & translucent glass + 10%
shoji glass + 15%
BAL adaption extra $228

24 Panel Margin Glazed

Metallic Strip

Size
Cedar
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1073
2040 x 820 $1261
satin aluminium strips
27 Panel Margin Glazed
2340 x 820 $1251
BAL adaption extra $228
symbol indicates door suitable for some
bushfire zones. Refer pg 20 for guidelines
symbol indicates door can be adapted at additional
cost to block fill lower glazing below 400mm

Plank & Rail
Size
Cedar
2100 x 920 x 40 $1009
2040 x 820 x 40 $929
2340 x 820 x 40 $1076
2040 x 410 x 40 $602
obscure glass + 5%

all prices
INCLUDE

Bali

Size
2040 x 820
2040 x 940
2340 x 820
grey glass & 2340 x 940
translucent 2040 x 410
glass + 5% 2340 x 410

GST

Vertical Plank Glazed
Cedar
$1111
$1219
$1271
$1395
$679
$770

Note: 2340 high
version has wider
top & bottom rails
so glass aperture
remains unchanged

Size
2040 x 820
2040 x 940
2340 x 820
2340 x 940
2040 x 410
2340 x 410

Cedar
$1012
$1107
$1173
$1283
$479
$548

Vertical Plank
Size
Maple Cedar
2040 x 820 $728 $970
2040 x 940 N/A $1064
2340 x 820 $847 $1129
2340 x 940 N/A $1239

grey glass &
translucent
glass + 10%
shoji glass
+ 15%

All glazed door prices allow for clear glazing. Other glass options are at additional cost. All doors are 40 mm thick unless noted otherwise.

stainless steel glazing trims

woodworkers contemporary range

woodworkers

Gecko

Horizontal Plank

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1335
2340 x 820 $1573
grey glass + 5%
frosted glass + 10%
NOTE: gecko positions may vary

Size
Cedar
2100 x 920 $1151 ^
2040 x 820 $937
2340 x 820 $1082
^ larger plank profile used

• Throughout this catalogue, timber described as Cedar refers to Surian Red Cedar
(TooN/A Sureni) and the identification Maple can refer to Pacific Maple, Red or White
Meranti, Mahogany or other species which is sold exclusively as a paint grade product.
• Refer our website FAQ’s for our recommendations for finishing, installation and our
warranty conditions

BAL Mandalay

Sentosa

Mandalay

Size
Cedar
Size
Cedar
Size Maple Cedar
2100 x 920 $1253
2100 x 920 $1135
2100 x 920 - $1135
2040 x 820 $1109
2040 x 820 $990
2040 x 820 $868 $990
2040 x 410 $722
2340 x 820 $1146
2040 x 410 $495 $603
grey
+
translucent
glass
+
10%
2340 x 820 $1263
2340 x 820 $983 $1146
shoji
glass
+
15%
2340 x 410 $802
2340 x 410 $587 $685
grey glass + 5% frosted glass + 10% BAL adaption extra $150 grey & translucent glass + 10%; shoji glass + 15%

Kathmandu
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1084
2040 x 410 $663
2340 x 820 $1247
2340 x 410 $764
grey glass &
translucent glass + 5%

Java
Size Cedar
2040 x 820 $990
2040 x 410 $479
grey glass &
translucent glass + 10%
shoji glass + 15%
Note: some models have reduced top rail

Newport
Size
Cedar
2100 x 920 $1558
2040 x 820 $1355
2340 x 820 $1569
bushfire compliant only
if lower viewer omitted

Our online door and handle virtual showroom allows you to interactively visualise our range of doors with our unique
selection of handles to create your own exciting options. You can even transpose your creations digitally onto a
photograph of your house to confirm your choice. Go to www.woodworkers.com.au to discover the possibilities.

Sabu
Cedar
$1430
$1620

with metallic centre insert

grey glass + 5%
frosted glass + 10%

Size

S/ S
Motif

Routed
"S" Motif

S/S
Dome

2040 x 820 $1502
$1335
$1758
2340 x 820 $1707
$1573
$1963*
wood type: cedar only
price per door
grey glass + 5%, frosted glass + 10%

openable
clear glazed
timbergrain
stealshield
sash for
protection mesh ventilation

Safebreeze ventilation panel
NEW PRODUCT

All doors can be supplied with kit frames or as pre-hung units at additional cost.

Infinix

Wave

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1333
2340 x 820 $1515
grey glass + 5%
frosted glass + 10%

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $1411
2340 x 820 x 40 $1573
price per door
grey glass & translucent glass + 10%

* subject to availability or while stocks last.

Vertical Plank with openable Safebreeze
ventilation panel
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1622
2040 x 940 $1716
2340 x 820 $1727
2340 x 940 $1837
2040 x 410 $1075
2340 x 410 $1147
price per door

Jazz

Zebra
Size

Cedar

2040 x 820
2340 x 820

$1111
$1265

2040 x 820
2340 x 820

$475
$524

with slump glass
with clear glass

for other sizes refere pg 10

all prices
INCLUDE

Note: 2340 high
version has wider
top & bottom rails
so glass aperture
remains unchanged

GST

Plank & Rail Glazed

Sunrise

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $975
2340 x 820 x 40 $1135
price per door
grey glass & obscure glass + 5%

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1411
2340 x 820 $1606
price per door
grey glass & translucent glass + 10%
shoji glass + 15%

Our stock cedar entry doors come presealed with clear oil primer compatible with our recommended top coat finishes.

Zen

Olympic

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $1031
2340 x 820 x 40 $1176
price per door
not recommended for exposed locations

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40
$1817
price per door
bevelled glass with
obscure glass centres only

cast domed satin silver motif

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1522
2340 x 820 $1730
2040 x 410
$603
2340 x 410
$635
price per door, translucent & grey glass + 5%
other glass options P.O.A.

woodworkers contemporary range

Escudo
Size
2040 x 820
2340 x 820

Safebreeze only available in cedar-look aluminium

contemporary range

Refer to our separate catalogue of handle designs for Australia’s widest selection of designer hardware.

Woodworkers contemporary collection introduces a range of visually arresting entrances to add spice and soul
to modern design.Their simple clean geometrics aim to welcome the visitor with style and innate warmth. The
range skillfully combines a palate of innovative materials to create doors with unique individuality and character.

enquire if other services are available with your joinery choice.
• locking kits see page 42
• lock morticing to suit
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Iron Grille

Sovereign Iron

Size
Cedar
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40/45 $1011
2040 x 870 x 40 $1907
2340 x 820 x 40/45 $1110
2040 x 820 x 40 $1730
2040 x 410 x 40/45 $731
2340 x 820 x 40 $1961
2040 x 410 x 40
$978
price per door. includes ironwork & clear glazing
2340 x 410 x 40 $1149
translucent glass: +10%; unglazed: - 20%
includes ironwork and clear glazing
nylon insect screened: - 5%
firezone stainless steel screen & unglazed + 0% extra for openable sash to inside of door - $331

Regent Leadlight
Size
2040 x 820 x 40
2040 x 410 x 40

Cedar
$1641
$960

* subject to availability
or while stocks last

entry
door
video
8

Paddington

Tessellated Bat

Noosa

Madrid

Mediterranean

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1416

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $1323
2040 x 410 x 40 $711
2340 x 820 x 40 $1477
sidelight glazed clear
extra for sidelight ironwork $216
sun + weather protection required

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $1500
price per door
sun + weather protection required

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $1421
2040 x 410 x 40 $785
2340 x 820 x 40 $1606
sidelight glazed clear
sun + weather protection required

all prices
INCLUDE

GST

inside view

Size
Maple Cedar Paddington with fixed stealshield +
2040 x 820 x 40 $587 $868 openable safebreeze ventilation panel
2040 x 410 x 40 $459 $569
Size
Maple Cedar
with ironwork
2040 x 820 $1120 $1402
2040 x 820 x 40 $1072 $1352
2040 x 410 $993 $1103
2040 x 410 x 40 $943 $1053
NEW PRODUCT

We can manufacture any design combination of doors, sidelight and transoms required for your project. See pg 18 for stock frame options.

Sovereign Leadlight

Horizontal 4 Panel

8 Panel

Size
Cedar
2040 x 870 x 40 $2143
2040 x 820 x 40 $1966
2340 x 820 x 40 $2208
2040 x 410 x 40 $1024
2340 x 410 x 40 $1176
includes triple glazed leadlight

Size
Maple Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $649 $836
see page 16 -17 for internal options
sun + weather protection required

Size
Maple Cedar
2100 x 920 x 40 - $806
2040 x 820 x 40 $599 $774
2040 x 410 x 40 $399 $511
see page 16 - 17 for internal options

10 Panel
Size
2040 x 820
2040 x 410
2340 x 820

Maple
$599
$399
$681

Cedar
$774
$548
$844

15 Panel

Norfolk

15 Panel Diagonal

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $913
18 Panel
2340 x 820 $1036

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $1009
includes clear glazing

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $1122
18 Panel diagonal
2340 x 820 x 40 $1231
price per door
includes clear bevelled glass

Our stock cedar entry doors come presealed with clear oil primer compatible with our recommended top coat finishes.

The elegance of mediterranean doors is recreated evocatively in Woodworkers euro range. This
popular collection infuses the rich detail of sinuous wrought iron, delicate bevelled glass and heavy
timber bollections to produce doors that capture the unique spirit of traditional european joinery.

enquire if other services are available with your joinery choice.
• locking kits see page 42
• lock morticing to suit

woodworkers heritage range

Safebreeze only available in cedar-look aluminium

woodworkers euro range

woodworkers euro range

Vermont Center Glazed

High Waist Vermont

High Waist Vermont

clear glazing extra $170

Queen Anne

Federation Rose

Federation Arch Top

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $990
2040 x 410 x 40 $674
with triple glazed leadlight
2040 x 820 x 40 $1854
2040 x 410 x 40 $1033

Size
Maple Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $695 $852
2040 x 410 x 40 $539 $645
with triple glazed leadlight
2040 x 820 x 40 $1034 $1191
2040 x 410 x 40 $920 $1026

Size
Maple Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $645 $806
2150 x 920 x 40 $703 $900
2040 x 410 x 40 $539 $645
2150 x 410 x 40 $611 $704
with triple glazed leadlight
2040 x 820 x 40 $1085 $1246
2150 x 920 x 40 $1229 $1426
2040 x 410 x 40 $920 $1026
2150 x 410 x 40 $992 $1085

CHOOSE FROM OUR LEADLIGHT SELECTION
ON PAGE 55 TO COMPLETE YOUR DOOR

Ashgrove

Edwardian

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $806
2040 x 410 x 40 $655
2100 x 870 x 40 $889
no leadlight selection for this door

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $962
2040 x 410 x 40 $674
with triple glazed leadlight
2040 x 820 x 40 $1402
2040 x 410 x 40 $1033

Glazed Cricket Bat
Size
2040 x 820
2040 x 410
2100 x 870
2340 x 920
2340 x 410

Maple Cedar
with triple

Maple Cedar glazed leadlight
$769 $974 $1531 $1736
$545 $652 $926 $1033
N/A $1056 N/A $1818
N/A $1234 N/A $1996
N/A $747 N/A $1128

Paddington

Vermont

Size
Maple Cedar
2040 x 820 x 40 $587 $868
2040 x 410 x 40 $459 $569
with triple glazed leadlight
2040 x 820 x 40 $968 $1249
2040 x 410 x 40 $840 $950

Size
Cedar
2100 x 1200 x 45 $1448
2340 x 1200 x 45 $1628

High Waist
Vermont

clear glazing extra $66

Deco Shelf option shown # Deco Shelf option shown #
clear glazing extra $141
clear glazing extra $53
# extra for Deco Shelf $80

other glass options POA

The Vermont door is reversible and can be hung
or glazed in various options

5 Light Sidelight

Size
2040 x 820
2040 x 410
2100 x 870
2340 x 920
2340 x 410

Maple Cedar
with triple

Maple Cedar glazed leadlight
$759 $945 N/A N/A
$545 $652 $926 $1033
$801 $1022 N/A N/A
N/A $1198 N/A N/A
N/A $747 N/A $1128

NEW PRODUCT

Cricket Bat Pivot

Chateau Leadlight

Chateau Iron

Size
Cedar
2100 x 1200 x 45 $1551
2340 x 1200 x 45 $1747

Size
Cedar
2340 x 820 x 50 $3243

Size
Cedar
2340 x 820 x 50 $3021

hand carved entablature

NEW PRODUCT
OVERSIZED DOORS ARE NOT COVERED BY
AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS FOR DISTORTION

Woodworkers heritage doors faithfully replicate designs pioneered by
Woodworkers in 1928. The doors feature strong authentic mouldings and are
available with triple glazed leadlight designs reproduced from period originals.

Hampshire 9 Light

NEW PRODUCT

Hampshire doors are shown with all applied decoration. They
are available without decoration shelf (less $50) and kick plinth
(less $50) if required. White priming is an additional 10%.

NEW PRODUCT

Cricket Bat

Hampshire 6 Light

Size
Cedar
Size
Cedar
Size
Cedar
2040 x 410 x 40 $486 2100 x 920 x 40 $1290
2100 x 920 x 40 $1323
2340 x 920 x 40 $1447
2340 x 920 x 40 $1480
Note: 2340mm high Hampshire has 400mm bottom rail for bushfire rating

Hampshire 1 Light

Hampshire 4 Light

Size
Cedar
Size
Cedar
2100 x 920 x 40 $1191
2100 x 920 x 40 $1257
2340 x 920 x 40 $1348
2340 x 920 x 40 $1414
Note: 2340mm high version has 400mm bottom rail for bushfire rating
NEW PRODUCT

woodworkers heritage and hampshire entries

Vermont Fully Glazed

Safebreeze & leadlight options available on low waist doors

woodworkers heritage and hampshire range

NEW PRODUCT

Our Hampshire range recreates regional designs from the Continent
and seaboard USA characterized by greater use of glass for light
and generous proportions to provide more welcoming entry options
9
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Size
Cedar framed*
Cedar framed*
door unit
door unit
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1683 $3025
2040 x 1200 x45 $1443 $2785
2280 x 1200 x 45 $1895 $3276
2280 x 1200 x45 $1716 $3097
grey & translucent glass +10%
grey & translucent glass +10% shoji glass +15%
bushfire compliant 400mm bottom rail
shoji glass +15%
BAL adaption extra $155
symbol indicates door can be adapted at additional
cost to block fill lower glazing below 400mm

Size
Cedar framed*
Cedar framed*
door unit
door unit
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1560 $2902
2040 x 1200 x45 $1944 $3286
2040 x 1500 x 45 $1713 $3154
2280 x 1200 x45 $2143 $3524
2280 x 1200 x 45 $1834 $3215
with metallic centre insert
grey & translucent glass +10%
2280 x 1500 x 45 $1991 $3470
shoji glass +15%
grey & translucent glass +10% shoji glass +15%
symbol indicates door suitable for some
bushfire zones. Refer pg 20 for guidelines

Size

EXPANDED VIEW
OF PIVOT SYSTEM

timber framing head with routered
housing for hydraulic pivot

FRAMED PIVOT SIZING
Door Size
Pivot Frame Size Butt Hinged Frame Size
2040 x 1200 2167 x 1270 2100 x 1270
2040 x 1500 2167 x 1570 2100 x 1570
2280 x 1200 2400 x 1270 2340 x 1270
2280 x 1500 2400 x 1570 2340 x 1570
hydraulic
pivot
timber cover
to conceal
pivot unit

adjustment
screw access holes

coverplate over positioning
screws (optional)

positioning screws
(access required to
remove + install door)
closer arm
concealed into groove in the top of the door

NOTES:
• Pivot frame heights can be reduced if necessary by
37mm using an overhead metal fixing plate.
• Deduct $350 for options using butt hinges instead of
a hydraulic pivot closer.

Our solid red cedar range of pivot
sized
doors
can
be
hung
conventionally on multiple heavy
duty butt hinges or pivoted on
hydraulic door closers concealed in
the transom to ensure a safe and
smooth self closing door operation.

door shown with safebreeze panel - glazed version also available
Safebreeze only available in Cedar-look aluminium

photo shows fuseon metallic strip pivot door

Vertical Plank Glazed Pivot

Jazz Pivot

Cedar framed *
door unit
2040 x1200 x45 $2053 $3395
2280 x1200 x45 $2264 $3645
cast domed satin silver motif
Size

#

Note: 2280 high Vertical Plank Glazed Pivot door has wider
top & bottom rails so glass aperture remains unchanged

Marrakesh Pivot

Sentosa Pivot

BAL Mandalay Pivot

Escudo Pivot

Size

grey glass & translucent glass + 3%

woodworkers solid cedar contemporary pivot range

woodworkers solid cedar contemporary pivot range

Size

Cedar
door
2040 x 1200 x45 $1496
#
2280 x 1200 x45 $1678

framed*
unit
$2838
$3059

Wave Pivot

with fixed Stealshield + openable Safebreeze ventilation panel as shown
#

2040 x 1200 x45 $2062 $3404
2280 x 1200 x45 $2271 $3652

Pivot doors have become popular because they give a wide generous opening and a simple
modern appearance. Woodworkers has a wide range of stock pivot size doors that are
suitable for exposed situations and we can custom make any other size or style required.

Cedar framed *
door unit
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1940 $3282
2280 x 1200 x 45 $2093 $3474
grey glass & translucent glass +10%
Size

Refer to our separate catalogue of handle designs for
Australia’s widest selection of designer hardware.

Bauhaus Pivot

Cedar framed *
door unit
2040 x 1200 x 45 $2075 $3417
2280 x 1200 x 45 $2284 $3665
double sided integrated stainless full height
handle with glass or stainless backplate
Size

Note: 2280 high version has wider top and
bottom rails so handle remains unchanged

enquire if other services are available with your joinery choice.
• locking kits see page 42
• lock morticing to suit

Mandalay Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1443 $2785
2040 x 1500 x 45 $1594 $3035
2280 x 1200 x 45 $1716 $3097
2280 x 1500 x 45 $1873 $3352
grey & translucent glass +10% shoji glass +15%
Size

Vertical Plank Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1452 $2794
2280 x 1200 x 45 $1634 $3015
Size

OVERSIZED DOORS ARE NOT COVERED BY
AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS FOR DISTORTION

Zebra Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit
zebra slump glass
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1474 $2816
2280 x 1200 x 45 $1615 $2996
with clear safety glass
2040 x 1200 x 45 $882 $2224
2280 x 1200 x 45 $952 $2333
Size

Sabu Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit
2040 x 1200 x45 $2030 $3372
2280 x 1200 x45 $2240 $3621
flat laser cut stainless steel motif
for cast stainless steel domed S add $347
grey glass & translucent glass +10% shoji glass +15%
Size

Newport Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1824 $3166
2280 x 1200 x 45 $2004 $3385
stainless steel viewing surrounds
bushfire compliant only
if lower viewer omitted.
Size

Java Pivot

Coolum Panel
Size

Cedar
door
2040 x 1200 x45 $1546
2280 x 1200 x45 $1800

framed*
unit
$2888
$3181

Horizontal Plank Pivot

Coolum Glazed

Cedar framed*
door unit
2040 x 1200 x45 $1595 $2937
2280 x 1200 x45 $1862 $3243
grey & translucent glass +10%
shoji glass +15%
BAL adaption for Coolum door
variations extra $195
Size

Seaport Pivot

Size
Cedar framed*
Size
Cedar framed *
Cedar framed*
door unit
door unit from
door unit
2040 x 1200 x 45 $2097 $3439
2040 x1200 x 45 $1406 $2748
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1443 $2785
2280 x 1200 x 45 $2277 $3658
2280 x1200 x 45 $1587 $2968
2280 x 1200 x 45 $1716 $3097
grey glass & translucent glass + 10%
stainless steel viewing surrounds
shoji glass + 15%
bushfire compliant only
if lower viewer omitted.
* framed unit hung on hydraulic pivot closer
Size

Woodworkers also have oversize options in the heritage and the fuseon flush door range to
suit any architectural application. We lead the trend to using wider and taller doors to make
a generous first impression and have custom capability for larger designs when specified

Coolum Margin Glazed

Cedar framed*
door unit
2040 x 1200 x45 $1564 $2906
2280 x 1200 x45 $1821 $3202
grey & translucent glass +10%
shoji glass +15%
Size

Infinix Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit
2040 x 1200 x45 $1812 $3154
2280 x 1200 x45 $1997 $3378
grey & translucent glass +10%
shoji glass +15%
Size

For more details of pivot doors & their operation refer
our FAQ 8 at www.woodworkers.com.au

Bali Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1614 $2956
2280 x 1200 x 45 $1920 $3301
grey glass & translucent glass +10%
Size

Sunrise Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit
2040 x 1200 x45 $1940 $3282
2280 x 1200 x45 $2221 $3602
grey glass & translucent glass +10%
Size

For safety reasons when we prehang pivot doors we
always control their action with a hydraulic closer.

entry
door
video

woodworkers solid cedar contemporary pivot range

woodworkers solid cedar contemporary pivot range
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woodworkers external solid oak door range

woodworkers external solid oak door range

14

Vertical Plank Oak Door

Vertical Plank Glazed Oak Door

Size

Door only Pre-hung Pivot frame
hinged
unit
2040 x 870 x 40 $1219 $2119 N/A
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1742 $2720 $3410
2340 x 870 x 40 $1420 $2383 N/A
2280 x 1200 x 45 $1960 $3001 $3677

Size

Door only Pre-hung Pivot frame
hinged
unit
2040 x 870 x 40 $1271 $2171 N/A
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1795 $2773 $3463
2340 x 870 x 40 $1339 $2302 N/A
2280 x 1200 x 45 $2012 $3053 $3729

Door only Pre-hung Pivot frame
hinged
unit
2040 x 870 x 40 $2020 $2920 N/A
2040 x 1200 x 45 $2490 $3468 $4158
2340 x 870 x 40 $2171 $3134 N/A
2280 x 1200 x 45 $2741 $3782 $4458

Newport Oak Door

Horizontal Plank Oak Door
Door only Pre-hung Pivot frame
hinged
unit
2040 x 870 x 40 $1189 $2089 N/A
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1687 $2665 $3355
2340 x 870 x 40 $1363 $2326 N/A
2280 x 1200 x 45 $1903 $2944 $3620
Size

Bauhaus Oak Door
Size

Door only Pre-hung Pivot frame
hinged
unit
2040 x 870 x 40 $1733 $2633 N/A
2040 x 1200 x 45 $2189 $3167 $3857
2340 x 870 x 40 $2003 $2966 N/A
2280 x 1200 x 45 $2405 $3446 $4122
Size

Single Light Oak Door
Size

2040 x 870 x 40
2040 x 1200 x 45
2040 x 410 x 40
2340 x 870 x 40
2280 x 1200 x 45
2340 x 410 x 40

Door only Pre-hung Pivot frame
hinged
unit
2040 x 870 x 40 $1271 $2171 N/A
2040 x 1200 x 45 $1937 $2915 $3605
2340 x 870 x 40 $1598 $2561 N/A
2280 x 1200 x 45 $2303 $3344 $4020

$602
$1058
$530
$664
$1142
$583

$1502 N/A
$2036 $2726
N/A N/A
$1627 N/A
$2183 $2859
N/A N/A

Seaport Oak Door

Bali Oak Door
Size

Door only Pre-hung Pivot frame
hinged
unit

Size

Door only Pre-hung Pivot frame
hinged
unit
2040 x 1200 x 45 $2516 $3494 $4184
2280 x 1200 x 45 $2733 $3773 $4449

Our external oak doors are solid American Oak manufactured by Woodworkers in reliable mortice and tenon
construction for durability. Framing in matching American Oak is available. Blonde doors give a coastal feel
to any entry and coordinate with American or Australian Oak flooring integral to the Hamptons look.

budget entries

woodworkers

When your entry is to be painted, particularly with dark colours, solid timber joinery isn't always
suitable. Woodworkers offer a limited range of Corinthian door and sidelight options suitable for such
applications that are less expensive than solid joinery but are subject to Corinthian warranty conditions

BUDGET ENTRIES INCLUDE:
• 140 x 32 frame with kwila sill • Corinthian PCL4 door and PCLSL4G sidelight, or similar, or other options
if chosen • hanging on stainless steel hirline hinges • priming white • clear or soft white sidelight and
transom glazing • transom glazing beaded directly to frame • alternative transom heights are available POA

PCL4 double door entry unit

PCL4 1 door + 2 sidelights entry unit PCL4 1 door + 1 sidelight entry unit

door
frame without transom with transom
size (mm) width (mm) 2110mm high 2400mm high

820
870
920

1700
1800
1900

$1877
$2097
$2097

frame without transom with transom
width (mm) 2110mm high 2400mm high

frame without transom with transom
width (mm) 2110mm high 2400mm high

$2253
$2488
$2503

1758
1808
1858

$2662
$2772
$2772

$3186
$3304
$3311

1324
1374
1424

$1894
$2004
$2004

$2283
$2400
$2408

OTHER DOOR
ENTRY OPTIONS
SEE PRICES IN THE TABLE BELOW
* sidelights to PSC1
are fixed clear glass only

PCL4 2 doors + 2 sidelights entry unit PCL4 single door entry unit
frame without transom with transom
width (mm) 2110mm high 2400mm high

door
frame without transom with transom
size (mm) width (mm) 2110mm high 2400mm high

820
870
920

2568
2668
2768

$3410
$3630
$3630

890
940
990

$4057
$4293
$4308

$1127
$1237
$1237

$1380
$1498
$1505

PCL4G

PCL2

PSC1*

woodworkers fuseon veneer range

woodworkers budget entries

BUDGET ENTRY OPTIONS

Barre

Lima

Manhattan

Broadband

Toku

Matrix

Mali

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1097
2340 x 820 $1197
stainless steel apertures
clear or translucent glass

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1875
2340 x 820 $1973
stainless steel apertures
clear or translucent glass

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1745
2340 x 820 $1843
stainless steel apertures
clear or translucent glass

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1097
2340 x 820 $1197
stainless steel apertures
clear or translucent glass

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $2294
2340 x 820 $2519
stainless steel eyelets
clear or etched glass

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1941
2340 x 820 $2039
stainless steel eyelets
clear or etched glass

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1521
2340 x 820 $1619
stainless steel apertures
clear or translucent glass

RECOMMENDED FOR FULLY PROTECTED EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL SITUATIONS ONLY

all prices
INCLUDE

GST

symbol indicates door suitable for some bushfire zones.

bushfire compliant only if lower viewer omitted

or

PCL4G PSC1

PCL2

1 door + 1 sidelight entry
double doors entry 1 door + 2 sidelights entry
single door entry
door frame without with frame without with frame without with frame without with
size width transom transom width transom transom width transom transom width transom transom
(mm) (mm) 2110mm 2400mm (mm) 2110mm 2400mm (mm) 2110mm 2400mm (mm) 2110mm 2400mm
high
high
high high
high high
high high

20

820
870
920
820
870
920
820
870
920

890
940
990
890
940
990
890
940
990

$1208
$1327
$1327
$1127
$1247
$1247
$1517
$1637
$1637

$1461
$1588
$1595
$1380
$1508
$1515
$1770
$1898
$1905

1324
1374
1424
1324
1374
1424
1324
1374
1424

$1974
$2094
$2094
$1665
$1785
$1785
$2284
$2404
$2404

$2363
$2490
$2498
$2054
$2181
$2181
$2673
$2800
$2808

1700
1800
1900
1700
1800
1900
1700
1800
1900

$2037
$2277
$2277
$1877
$2117
$2117
$2657
$2897
$2897

$2413
$2668
$2683
$2253
$2508
$2523
$3033
$3288
$3303

1758
1808
1858
1758
1808
1858
1758
1808
1858

$2742
$2862
$2862
$2204
$2324
$2324
$3052
$3172
$3172

$3266
$3394
$3401
$2728
$2856
$2863
$3576
$3704
$3711

2 doors + 2 sidelights entry
frame without with
width transom transom
(mm) 2110mm 2400mm
high high

2568
2668
2768
2568
2668
2768
2568
2668
2768

$3570
$3810
$3810
$2952
$3192
$3192
$4190
$4430
$4430

$4217
$4473
$4488
$3599
$3855
$3870
$4837
$5093
$5108

Solidcore Cedar Flush Ply

Zeta

Florida

Size
Cedar veneer
Size
Cedar
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820
$416
2040 x 820 $1504
2040 x 820 $2149
2040 x 1200
$692
2340 x 820 $1602
2340 x 820 $2252
2340 x 820
$516
stainless steel apertures
stainless steel apertures
clear or translucent glass
clear or translucent glass
2340 x 1200
$839
Engineered door for protected All fuseon doors can be custom made to
external or internal use.
other sizes required at additional cost. P.O.A

entry
door
video

Zanzibar

Portside

Pito

Rio

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1729
2340 x 820 $1839
stainless steel eyelets
clear or etched glass

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1752
2340 x 820 $1862
stainless steel eyelets
clear or etched glass

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1848
2340 x 820 $1946
stainless steel apertures
clear or translucent glass

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1676
2340 x 820 $1774
stainless steel apertures
clear or translucent glass

For an additional $339 we can apply 2 coats of sealer and 2 top coats sprayed to door blank prior to machining
metallic inserts. Final finishing coat by others. Prefinishing service for completed doors not available.

enquire if other services are available with your joinery choice.
• locking kits see page 42
• lock morticing to suit

Sea Breeze

Streamline

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1323
2340 x 820 $1422

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $940
2340 x 820 $1038

Moda
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1323
2340 x 820 $1419
price per door

Miro
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1864
2340 x 820 $2074
stainless steel apertures / clear or translucent glass
price per door

All doors are 40 mm thick unless noted otherwise. Stock subject to availability. All prices include GST but are subject to change
without notice. Prices are for raw products and do not include delivery, priming or any other hardware unless noted.

Sarawak

Kakadu

Shimmer

all prices
Size
Cedar
Size
Cedar
Size
Cedar
INCLUDE
2040 x 820 $1322
2040 x 820 $2224
2040 x 820 $1573
2340 x 820 $1419
2340 x 820 $2321
2340 x 820 $1672
price per door
metallic strip to both sides
price per door
stainless steel eyelets
price per door
clear or etched glass
stainless steel eyelets / clear or etched glass
As a natural product, the timbergrain and colour of actual doors supplied may vary from the catalogue images.

GST

All metallic faced designs priced with flush fitted metal composite to outside face only. All glazed door prices allow for clear glazing. Other glass options P.O.A. All doors can be supplied with kit frames or as pre-hung units at additional cost.

Aurora
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1363
2340 x 820 $1461

Yin

Chi

Okapi

Size
Cedar harmony
2040 x 820 $2026
2340 x 820 $2126
health
peace
price per door
stainless steel eyelets / clear or etched glass

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $912
2340 x 820 $1010
price per door

Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1908
2340 x 820 $2016
price per door
stainless steel eyelets / clear or etched glass

Fineline
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1044
2340 x 820 $1142

Refer to our separate hardware catalogue for
Australia’s widest selection of pull handle hardware.

courage

Note: House numbers or corporate logos can also
be incorporated into fuseon doors at additional cost.

Helix
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $1292
2340 x 820 $1390
price per door

RECOMMENDED FOR FULLY PROTECTED EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL SITUATIONS ONLY

woodworkers fuseon veneer range

fuseon veneer range

Zulu
Size
Cedar
2040 x 820 $2228
2340 x 820 $2341
price per door
stainless steel eyelets
clear or etched glass

The fuseon range of contemporary doors blends the look of timber and metal into a stunning range of new designs. Fuseon doors can be
manufactured in a variety of timber veneers and metal finishes. Our unique stainless steel glazing surrounds complement a wide choice of
glazing options. Fuseon doors have engineered construction and are recommended for fully protected external and internal locations only.
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Lima Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit from
2040 x 1200 x 40
$2144 $3486
2280 x 1200 x 40
$2287 $3668
stainless steel apertures / clear or translucent glass
Size

*

Portside Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit from
2040 x 1200 x 40
$2485 $3827
2280x 1200 x 40
$2636 $4017
stainless steel eyelets / clear or etched glass
Size

framed unit hung on hydraulic pivot closer

Aurora Pivot
Size
2040 x 1200 x 40
2280x 1200 x 40

Cedar framed*
door unit from
$1632 $2974
$1775 $3156

Seabreeze Pivot
Size
2040 x 1200 x 40
2280x 1200 x 40

Cedar framed*
door unit from
$1650 $2992
$1793 $3174

Broadband Pivot

Cedar framed *
door unit from
2040 x 1200 x 40
$1367 $2709
2280x 1200 x 40
$1510 $2891
stainless steel apertures / clear or translucent glass
Size

RECOMMENDED FOR PROTECTED EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL SITUATIONS ONLY

These engineered doors are recommended for protected external and internal locations only. All metallic faced designs priced with flush fitted metal composite to outside face only. Additional costs apply if inserts required both sides.

Toku Pivot

Matrix Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit from
2040 x 1200 x 40 $2730 $4072
2280 x 1200 x 40 $2873 $4254
stainless steel eyelets / clear or etched glass

Cedar framed*
door unit from
2040 x 1200 x 40 $2920 $4262
2280 x 1200 x 40 $3098 $4479
stainless steel eyelets
clear or etched glass
symbol indicates door suitable for some bushfire zones.
see page 20 for details
bushfire compliant only if lower viewer omitted
Size

Size

see page 17 for explanation of symbols

woodworkers fuseon pivot door range

woodworkers fuseon veneer pivot doors

Moda Pivot
Size
2040 x 1200 x 40
2280x 1200 x 40

Cedar framed*
door unit from
$1650 $2992
$1795 $3176

Fineline Pivot
Size
2040 x 1200 x 40
2280x 1200 x 40

Cedar framed*
door unit from
$1259 $2601
$1402 $2783

Shimmer Pivot
Size
2040 x 1200 x 40
2280x 1200 x 40

For an additional $406 we can apply 2 coats of sealer and 2 top coats sprayed to door blank prior to machining
metallic inserts. Final finishing coat by others. Prefinishing service for completed doors not available.

Cedar framed*
door unit from
$1843 $3185
$1986 $3367

Yin Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit from
2040 x 1200 x 40
$3033 $4375
2280x 1200 x 40
$3176 $4557
stainless steel eyelets / clear or etched glass
Size

Note: House numbers or corporate
logos can also be incorporated into
fuseon doors at additional cost.

Metallic Strip Pivot

Cedar framed*
door unit from
2040 x 1200 x 68
$2263 $3605
2280x 1200 x 68
$2444 $3825
solid timber construction, engineered core
hollow core construction also available
at additional cost. custom sizes available
Size

Helix Pivot
Size
2040 x 1200 x 40
2280 x 1200 x 40

Cedar framed*
door unit from
$1560 $2902
$1703 $3084

Cedar framed *
door unit from
2040 x 1200 x 40 $1208 $2550
2280 x 1200 x 40 $1351 $2732

Note: All fuseon doors can be made to 2340mm high without additional cost.

The fuseon range of pivot size doors provide the widest design freedom where doors are in protected external or internal
locations. A range of different timber and metal finishes are available and doors can be customised to attune with surrounding
design elements. Woodworkers recommends factory hanging on hydraulic pivots to ensure safety and easy operation.
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Streamline Pivot

Size

woodworkers fuseon veneer pivot doors

Zeta Pivot

Kakadu Pivot

Cedar framed *
Size
Cedar framed*
door unit from
door unit from
2040 x 1200 x 40 $1773 $3115
2040 x 1200 x 40
$2492 $3834
2280 x 1200 x 40 $1914 $3295
2280 x 1200 x 40
$2635 $4016
stainless steel apertures / clear or translucent glass s.s. eyelets / metallic strip to both sides
Size

Okapi Pivot

Florida Pivot

Cedar framed*
Size
Cedar framed *
door unit from
door unit from
2040 x 1200 x 40 $1997 $3339
2040 x 1200 x 40 $2417 $3759
2280 x 1200 x 40 $2152 $3533
2280 x 1200 x 40 $2566 $3947
stainless steel eyelets / clear or etched glass stainless steel apertures / clear or translucent glass

Barre Pivot

FRAMED PIVOT SIZING
NOTES:
Door Size
Pivot Frame Size Butt Hinged Frame Size
• Pivot frame heights can be reduced if necessary
2040 x 1200 2167 x 1270
2100 x 1270
by 37mm using an overhead metal fixing plate.
2040 x 1500 2167 x 1570
2100 x 1570
• Deduct $350 for options using butt hinges
2280 x 1200 2400 x 1270
2400 x 1270
instead of a hydraulic pivot closer.
2280 x 1500 2400 x 1570
2400 x 1570

Mali Pivot

Miro Pivot

Cedar framed *
Size
Cedar framed *
Size
Cedar framed *
door unit from
door unit from
door unit from
2040 x 1200 x 40 $1759 $3101
2040 x 1200 x 40
$1803 $3145
2040 x 1200 x 40
$2132 $3474
2280 x 1200 x 40 $1902 $3283
2280 x 1200 x 40
$1946 $3327
2280x 1200 x 40
$2387 $3768
stainless steel apertures / clear or translucent glass stainless steel apertures / clear or translucent glass stainless steel apertures / clear or translucent glass
Size

As a natural product, the timbergrain and colour of actual doors supplied may vary from the catalogue images.

OVERSIZED DOORS ARE NOT COVERED BY
AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS FOR DISTORTION

surian cedar

new guinea rosewood

golden teak

european ash

brushed steel

mirror steel

Manhattan Pivot

Cedar framed*
Size
Cedar framed *
Size
Cedar framed *
door unit from
door unit from
door
unit
2040 x 1200 x 40
$2176 $3518
2040 x 1200 x 40
$2078 $3420
2040 x 1200 x 40
$2013 $3355
2280x 1200 x 40
$2329 $3710
2280x 1200 x 40
$2221 $3602
2280 x 1200 x 40
$2156 $3537
stainless steel eyelets / clear or etched glass stainless steel apertures / clear or translucent glass stainless steel apertures / clear or translucent glass

All fuseon doors can be custom made to other sizes required at additional cost. P.O.A

Zanzibar Pivot

african wenge

Size

RECOMMENDED FOR FULLY PROTECTED EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL SITUATIONS ONLY

Size

Pito Pivot

wenge fineline

* framed unit hung on hydraulic pivot closer

Woodworkers wide range of signature handles and hardware coordinate
with Fuseon doors to create eyecatching design statement. Fuseon doors
can be made to alternative sizes or customized to your own design.

woodworkers fuseon pivot door range

Fuseon doors permit unprecedented design freedom using
state of the art CNC machining technology and a palette of
different metallic and timber finishes including the standard
material options below (additional cost applies)

Fuseon doors can be manufactured to any size up to
2400 high and 1200 wide, and even larger if timber
veneer joints can be visible. Metallic components
carry a 5 year warranty. The life expectancy of timber
veneers is considerably less unless well maintained
and protected. Refer our website FAQ 23 for details of
acceptable protection levels if used externally.
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